Introduction
The purpose of this document is to help developers of Grid middleware and application software generate log files that will be useful to Grid administrators, users, developers and Grid middleware itself. Currently, most of the currently generated log files are only useful to the author of the program. Good logging practices are instrumental to performance analysis, problem diagnosis, and security auditing tasks such as incident tracing and damage assessment.
This document does not discuss the issue of a logging API. It is assumed that a standard log API such as syslog (C), log4j (Java), or logger (Python) is being used. Other custom logging API or even printf could be used. The key point is that the logs must contain the required information in the required format.
At a high level of abstraction, the best practices for Grid logging are:
• Consistently structured, typed, log events
• A standard high-resolution timestamp
• Use of logging levels and categories to separate logs by detail and purpose.
• Consistent use of global and local identifiers.
• Use of some regular, newline-delimited ASCII text format The rest of this document describes each of these recommendations in detail.
Log event model Discussion
Common practice is to model logged events as (natural language) sentences. We wish to define an alternate model that can be used for the subset of log messages most useful for automated analysis -entry and exit from regions, success and failure of important operations, etc. -and that will be far easier to deal with programmatically.
This section studiously avoids mentioning the actual concrete representation of logged events following this model. Later sections will define some general log conventions, and also provide a full implementation of the model.
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Base model
Each log event consists of:
• an event name, which defines the event type
• a set of attributes and values o the set of attributes are determined by the type o the values are not explicitly typed Database aficionados might notice that this definition corresponds closely with the relational model's definition of an n-tuple and its concrete cousin, a row in a database table: the "type" corresponds to the table name, the attribute names to the column names, and the values to (of course) the values.
Extension for start and end events
Log events are associated with program activities, such as "reading data from disk" or "authorizing a user". Our model distinguishes between log events that encompass all of an activity, and those that are at the start or at the end of the activity. If they are at the start or end, logged events should explicitly record this in the event name. For example, "disk.read.start" and "disk.read.end". By not indicating whether a log event is at the start or the end, the implication is that the activity already occurred, but that the start of the activity could not be (easily) logged, and that therefore this event is the only one available. Thus, we extend the base model:
• base: an event name, which defines the event type
• extended: an event name, which defines the event type and whether the event is at the start or end of the associated activity, or after an activity with an unknown start
We recommend that if an activity is going to be logged at all, where possible both the start and the end of the activity should be logged; failures being just another kind of "end" of an activity. This makes it particularly easy to isolate stalls and failures in a given workflow.
Log event representation Discussion
This document does not proscribe a particular log format. However, it does assume that log messages must meet some basic practical requirements:
• human "readable" in a terminal or text editor
• directly compatible with syslog and grep These requirements, in our view, are fundamental and rule out "binary" formats. More precisely, log event representations should:
• use 7-bit ASCII characters only
• use newlines (ASCII 0x0A, "\n") as the log event delimiter
• use English names and decimal numbers
There are some common elements whose representation is also worth standardizing at this point: event type names, timestamps, and the reserved attribute names.
Event names
The name of the event defines an event type. To avoid name clashes when logs from independent programs are combined, the event name should be in a namespace that is unique to the generating program. This namespace should be hierarchical, from general to specific, and we recommend its prefix be based on DNS. For example, for a read from disk in the program "foo" belonging to "my. 
Attributes
Only two attributes are required: the name of the event, and a timestamp.
Timestamp representation
We recommend a timestamp representation that is a highly readable variant of the ISO8601 time standard [1]:
YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS.SSSSSSZ
For example: 2000-10-26T08:34:26.30323Z. The "Z" at the end signifies "UTC", and is highly recommended, although +/-offset from GMT is also allowed in place of the "Z".
Microsecond timestamp resolution, where possible, is highly recommended. It's easy to ignore extra digits but very hard to add them later.
Other Attributes
Attribute names, in general, do not need to be hierarchical like event names; they implicitly within a namespace defined by that event name. We have found it useful to define some common attributes that are the same across all log events:
• level -logging level The addition of log file grammar such as the name-value pair structure encourages more regular and normalized representations than natural language sentences commonly found in ad-hoc logs. For example the equivalent of: For the name part of each name-value pair, we suggest adopting the Java method naming convention of a lowercase first word, and capitalized letter on each successive word, also known as lowerCamelCase.
Log event identifiers Discussion
It is crucial in a Grid logging environment to be able to associate distributed events. Therefore all logging events related a particular program or thread instantiation must contain global identifier that relates it to other log events in the enclosing scope (even if this is the only event in that scope). Unlike event names, these identifiers indicate which particular instance of the containing task is logging the event, and effort should be made to guarantee that they are indeed unique to that instance.
We recommend using the standard "globally unique identifier" (guid) for this. Rules for constructing a guid are given by RFC4122 [3] , and implemented by several freely available libraries and the uuidgen program (a standard utility on Windows and Unix). Guid's should be encoded in the string representation given by RFC4122, e.g. "5006F942-B782-4D86-9E66-63EB03269FD0". For situations where it is important to have a smaller identifier, one can optionally use a local identifier such as a request or transaction number.
Ideally all components from the entire workflow would use the same guid, but since is may be difficult to pass this ID between the various components, just using a unique ID with a given component on a give host is allowed.
Due to the verbosity of this approach, it is reasonable to not include such identifiers in every message at DEBUG and TRACE logging levels. However, thought should be given as to how these events can be associated with other events that do have unique identifiers, so they can be added post-hoc if needed.
Logging guidance Service initiation, configuration and termination
Whenever a service starts up or a service request thread is launched, this should be logged. If the service can be configured, this message must contain a reference to the service configuration used. The termination message should include a status or termination message or code.
Errors
All errors that cause a component to exit must be logged.
Remote Connections
When a log message pertains to an attempted connection to/from a remote service, the log should contain the IP address and port number. This is particularly important for tracking down firewall issues.
Authentication and Authorization Logging
One of the most common types of errors related to Grid computing have to do with authentication and authorization problems. Therefore these are some of the most important log events, and should contain as much information as possible. As with all other operations, both authn.start and authn.end should be logged, with errors included in the authn.end event.
Authorization log entries should include the standard log info plus:
• the authentication method
• the claimed identity (if available)
• a reason code that describes the reason for the authentication error. It may make sense to define different reason codes for different authentication methods -for example, standard X.509 authentication may have reasons like "certificate expired" or "certificate issued by untrusted CA", while username/password authentication may have reasons like "unknown user" or "bad password".
• An optional text string with more information. Fail:
ts=2006-12-08T18:39:23.114369Z event=org.globus.authn.x509.end status=-1 DN="/O=CEDS/CN=Some User" reason="untrusted CA" msg="Certificate Authority '/O=CEDS/CN=Certificate Authority' is not a trusted certificate authority" guid=E8500036-4EBE-4D39-95BB-0AC8DDE66903 level=ERROR
Authentication errors -that is, errors in the authentication system itself--should always be logged. These log entries should contain essentially the same attributes as authentication failures, but they should probably be logged at a higher priority than authentication failures because they may indicate a problem that needs immediate attention. For example: Authorization policies sometimes involve a combination of authorization methods; for example, "allow anyone to do operation X if they are in the gridmap file or if they are in group G as authorized by a VOMS server, but not if they're not listed in the local blacklist". Each of these authorization steps should be logged, along with the following information:
• the remote identity
• the authorization mechanism (gridmap, "none", contacting a remote authorization server, etc.)
• any mechanism-specific attributes As of this writing, this format is integrated into the Globus Project codebase and will be on by default in the GT 4.2 release.
Grammar log = <nvp>* line = <ts> & <event> & ( <nvp> )* nvp = <name> "=" <value> ts = // see Timestamp section event = "event=" <name> name = ( {alphanums + "-_." } )* value = ( <not-space> )* | <quote> <not-newline>* <quote> quote = " space = " " not-space = {printable 7-bit ASCII characters except <space> and "\n"} not-newline = {printable 7-bit ASCII characters except "\n"} The important point of this section is that all grid logs should have some grammar, preferably one that is simple and regular, and easily (or even automatically) translated to parsing code.
